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The landscape of projects out there trying to bring transparency to charity donations

Deployed Pilots Inception



AidCoin
Welcome to the new era of transparent giving. We are developing multiple blockchain based 
solutions to bring back the trust to the charity sector by making donations trackable and 
efficient

https://medium.com/aidcoin/aidcoin-to-showcase-the-first-ever-entirely-blockchain-based-c
haritable-campaign-in-africa-2e4af8c80419
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Alice
Transparent social impact
Alice is a platform that brings transparency to social funding through blockchain technology

https://alice.si/#Why-Alice
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Binance Blockchain Charity Foundation
Most profitable crytpo currency exchange in the world, 500- 1 billion in profit in 2018

Binance has started the Blockchain Charity Foundation.  They are looking for partners.

Using blockchain technology, the Blockchain Charity Foundation would be able to track 
money as it flows from donors to its final destination. Blockchain would make it easier to see 
which charities are wasting money, which charities are donating the maximum amount to 
their intended causes, and where your money goes as a donor.

https://medium.com/binanceexchange/binance-charity-foundation-architecture-75c95d063d
c9
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BitGive
Real-time financial transparency and project outcomes. The future of philanthropy is 
real-time tracking of funds and driving more outcomes on the ground. Join us in leveraging 
blockchain technology to revolutionize philanthropy.

https://www.bitgivefoundation.org/givetrack-2/

https://www.givetrack.org/discover
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Giveth
To put it plain and simple: we want to make the process of giving to causes you believe in 
effective and transparent, and we are using blockchain technology to do so.

Giveth's DApp (Donation Application) is being developed by the Giveth DAC (Decentralized 
Altruistic Community). We are a community-led project and will not derive any direct profit 
from the platform. We strive to model the DAC concept as one of the first non-profit 
blockchain based entities.

https://medium.com/giveth/what-is-the-future-of-giving-d50446b0a0e4

https://giveth.io/
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Heritige Project by Airbus

Developed by Airbus-owned Silicon Valley outpost A3 by Airbus, it brings together the 
functionality of Ethereum smart contracts, a Web3 Javascript library, and developer tool, and 
a decentralized application (dApp) to manage and to interact with cryptocurrency donations 
and givers.

https://www.airbus-sv.com/projects/8

https://btcmanager.com/future-of-donations-blockchain-heritage/
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LittlePhil
Now anyone can be a philanthropist, just raising funds to do implementation.

https://littlephil.org/
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